The Friendly Post
News from ICCF-US Friendly Matches from around the world - Issue 19, March 2017

Greetings again from ICCF-US Friendly Match Central. To explain to any new recipients,
Friendly Matches are team versus team chess contests (involving teams affiliated with different
nations) where the overall team outcomes do not matter beyond bragging rights. Everyone is
eligible to play. The ICCF-US uses both a standing set of interested players and new participants
in virtually every match. Each match participant plays two rated games, one with white and
one with black, against a single opponent of nearly identical rating. The regular fee to
participate is $5 per match. You're invited to participate!

Friendly Matches - Latest News
The first quarter of 2017 saw a new first for the ICCF-US in its Friendly Matches. For the
first time, the USA has become involved in Chess960 Friendly Matches. Such matches are
rather new to the ICCF, with only a few conducted by other countries prior to ours; even
though Chess960 as an official variant of regular chess has been around for something like 20
years. We challenged four different countries to a Chess960 Friendly Match, and two accepted
(Russia and Germany). Those matches began during this quarter.
Scheduled Upcoming Friendly Matches
Here are the matches that are already planned:
(1) Italy - scheduled to start during September
(2) Sweden - scheduled to start March 2018
(3) Anticipated challenges to be extended in the near future: Cape Verde, Finland, Hong Kong,
Japan, & Netherlands
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Please remember that Friendly Matches can first be scheduled, organized, and started in
between the publication of these newsletters, and in fact often are. Therefore, if you want to
play in the Friendly Matches, make sure you let Dennis know (at dmdorenchess@gmail.com).
The overlap of life philosophy and chess:
Different phases of the game require different skills

The US Friendly Match World Tour 2 (WT2): "Go Around the World with US"
We recently completed the ICCF World Tour by extending invitations to all 55 (soon to
become 56) of the other ICCF Member Federations (MFs) and playing all takers. We are now
starting our second "Go Around the World with US" tour. To date, we engaged with 13 MFs
(and 2 non-MF teams), and have 42 MFs to complete "WT2":
(1) We have started play versus Argentina, Brazil, France, Germany, Panama, Peru, Russia, &
Spain. This is besides the British Correspondence Chess Association, an international CC club;
and Indonesia, which has applied but is not yet an ICCF Member Federation.
(2) Invitations were extended but declined (either actively or passively) by: Chile, Ecuador,
Greece, Guatemala, & Nicaragua.
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The Friendly Matches that are Already Ongoing...
You can always find the current results from any of our Friendly Matches by visiting
www.iccf.com, Tables and Results, Friendly Matches, but this newsletter continues to make it
easy for you to stay up-to-date. The first three issues of "The Friendly Post" listed all of our
matches from 1/1/07 to the date of newsletter circulation. (You can find those 3, and all other
issues of "The Friendly Post" at www.iccfus.com). There became too many Friendly Matches to
keep doing that, so each issue now lists only those currently in progress or just completed since
the last newsletter. The current standings (through 3/17/2017) are as follows:
Opponent

Server/Email/Postal Start Date

Result (USA v. other)

1.

Canada

Server & Post 1/17/14

57.0 - 42.0 (1 postal game ongoing)

2.

Croatia

Server

6/25/15

19.0 - 26.0 (1 game still ongoing)

3.

Lithuania

Server

8/1/15

22.0 - 19.0 (1 game still ongoing)

4.

Slovenia

Server

8/1/15

37.5 - 25.5 (1 game still ongoing)

5.

Cuba (rematch)

Server

9/1/15

22.5 - 27.5 (2 games still ongoing)

6.

Panama (rematch)

Server

10/15/15

24.5 - 35.5 (2 games still ongoing)

7.

Australia

Server

3/1/16

39.0 - 27.0 (14 games still ongoing)

8.

Wales

Server

4/19/16

18.5 - 20.5 (5 games still ongoing)

9.

British CCA

Server

4/24/16

22.0 - 14.0 (6 games still ongoing)

10.

Estonia

Server

4/24/16

9.0 - 5.0 (6 games still ongoing)

11.

Belarus

Server

4/25/16

29.5 - 34.5 (16 games still ongoing)

12.

Panama (rematch 2) Server

7/26/16

19.5 - 28.5 (16 games still ongoing)

13.

Spain

Server

8/9/16

35.0 - 32.0 (43 games still ongoing)

14.

Brazil

Server

9/13/16

23.5 - 14.5 (44 games still ongoing)

15.

Argentina

Server

10/19/16

5.0 - 6.0 (43 games still ongoing)

16.

Peru

Server

12/13/16

4.0 - 7.0 (21 games still ongoing)

17.

Indonesia

Server

12/15/16

5.5 - 2.5 (14 games still ongoing)

18.

Bulgaria

Server

12/25/16

6.5 - 6.5 (27 games still ongoing)
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19.

Russia (Chess960)

Server

2/10/17

0.0 - 10.0 (28 games still ongoing)

20.

Germany (Chess960) Server

2/12/17

0.5 - 5.5 (26 games still ongoing)

21.

France

3/31/17

0.0 - 0.0 (66 games still ongoing)

Server

TOTAL USA RESULTS since 1/1/07*: 2124.5 - 2149.5 (49.7%)
* Not including the two recent Chess960 events: #'s 19 and 20 on the above list. The Chess960
events have far larger rating differences per board compared to regular Friendly Matches. The
Chess960 results are therefore not considered comparable to those from regular Friendly
Matches.
The overlap of life philosophy and chess:
The threat is worse than the execution

Highlights and Interesting Tidbits:
(1) Our record during the recent quarter year was 104.5 - 91.5, or 53.3%. Pretty darn good
from matches against equally rated opponents; a +6.6% improvement over the even score
suggested by equal ratings! Nice...
(2) With 6 games remaining in a 42-game match, the USA has already won our match versus the
British CCA! A recent surge where we won 5 of 7 points capped the victory.
(3) We have ALMOST also won our match versus Australia. With 14 games to go, we are 12
points up! Again, our recent 6.5 out of 9 points scored increased our lead and made this win
almost certain. Go USA!!
(4) In a nail biter, the USA pulled it out in the end to win versus Scotland. That match had been
a seesaw battle. In the end, we won by the smallest margin possible: 1 point: 25.5 - 24.5!
(5) Unfortunately, we never rebounded versus Belgium. We lost that match 24 - 28.
(6) We did maintain our lead from Section B to win the overall match against Turkey. Turkey
won in Section A by the slimmest of margins, 14.5 - 13.5, but we crushed in Section B, 29 - 17.
(7) We have another nail biter in our match versus Wales. We were recently tied, but have
fallen back by 2 points. With only 5 games remaining, this one will be close. Go USA!!
(8) The Estonia match is small, but it seems to be going our way. Despite having given up more
points this past quarter than we gained (3.5 - 4.5), we are still up 4 points with only 6 remaining
games. Looking good...
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(9) The Panamanians have increased their already substantial lead in our second rematch.
There are still 16 games remaining, but our deficit of 9 points is looming rather large. Maybe
we have ourselves to blame (in a good way)! A few years ago, the USA challenged Panama to
Panama's very first Friendly Match, which the USA won. Since then, the Panamanians have
won a rematch against us, and seem about to win their second. If they are that good, we can
always say we got them started...
(10) In our two new Chess960 events, one against Germany and one against Russia, we are
doing poorly, having lost nearly every one of the 16 finished games so far. This shows how
inexperienced USA players are in Chess960, though some of the rating differences have also
been substantial. Please keep in mind that rating differences in Chess960 matches tend to be
far larger than in regular Friendly Matches reflecting the fact that there are very few players
who signed up to play in a Chess960 event. Pairings were made simply "as best I could", but
not even close to staying within the guidelines used for regular Friendly Match pairings.
The overlap of life philosophy and chess:
The best defense is a good offense

Match (versus game) win/loss record since 1/1/07: 28 wins, 23 losses, 1 tie
(55.3%)
USA Won

USA Lost___________

USA Tied_____

Argentina (2010)

Austria (2014)

Australia/New Zealand (2012)

Belgium (2015)

British CCA (2016)*

Croatia (2015)*

Canada (2014)*

Cuba (2013)

Cape Verde (2013)

Cuba (2015)*

Denmark (2014)

Czech Republic (2011)

England (2008)

Czech Republic (2013)

England (2012)

France (2010)

Finland (2009)

Germany (2011)

Hong Kong (2010)

Germany (2008 - Women's only)

India (2014)

Germany (2014)

Japan (2013)

Iceland (2014)

Latvia (2015)

Israel (2014)

Norway (2013)
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Lithuania (2015)*

Italy (2010)

Netherlands (2013)

Panama (2015)*

Panama (2013)

Poland (2015)

Peru (2013)

Russia (2013)

Portugal (2013)

Spain (2008)

Romania (2008)

Sweden (2007)

Romania (2013)

Switzerland (2014)

Scotland (2008)

Ukraine (2010)

Scotland (2016)

Ukraine (2015)

Slovakia (2014)

Venezuela (2014)

Slovenia (2015)*
Sweden (2012)
Turkey (2015)
Venezuela (2013)
Wales (2013)
* Still officially ongoing, but the final team outcome is already determined.
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"NEW" ICCF RULES PERTAINING TO FRIENDLY MATCHES
During August 2016, the ICCF Congress approved a change in the rules that affected
Friendly Matches. Starting 1/1/2017, Friendly Matches are viewed like any other ICCFapproved event, meaning a couple different things of possible relevance to you.
For players, it means that a player withdrawal (of any type, accepted, unaccepted, or
silent) from a Friendly Match will also be considered a withdrawal (of the same type) from all
other ICCF events; and a withdrawal from any other ICCF-approved event will also mean a
withdrawal of the same type from all Friendly Matches. Until 1/1/17, Friendly Matches were
exempt from Tournament Rules 8.3 through 8.5 that governed the "withdrawal from one event
means withdrawal from all events" rules.
For Tournament Directors, the new rule means that directing Friendly Matches now
count towards the required directed-game-count needed to earn the title of International
Arbiter. Before 1/1/17, that was not true.

The overlap of life philosophy and chess:
Latent talent in ordinary people can become obvious after years of
hard work
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Highlights From The Friendly Matches
For this issue, ICCF-US organizational staff were asked to show an example of how the
Friendly Matches have brought them great enjoyment, or describe how the Friendly Matches
have brought them great chess.
Highlight #1
We start off their responses with the example chosen by IM Cork Schakel. Corky was
our long-term Director and ICCF National Delegate until he somewhat recently decided to
resign from that post. Fortunately, he still serves as the person who registers all USA players
new to the ICCF, as well as a consultant on various matters.
Here is what Corky submitted as an example of a highlight from his experience with the
Friendly Matches. All annotations are his (except as indicated).
Sergey Dailido (2337) - IM Cork Schakel (2344)
USA - Belarus Friendly Match 2016
https://www.iccf.com/game?id=855469

Position after Black's 13...Ra6

The position at White's move 14 may look ordinary. This same position was also
reached in the game John Paul Fenwick (2455) - Thomas Biedermann (2409) in the recently
completed WCCC39SF11. Fenwick played 14. a4, with Biedermann winning; the result being
that both players qualified for the WCCC Candidates.
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In this highlighted game, White played 14.a3, but there was no way out for White.
Although White was soon able to place a threatening R on the open K-file where Black's Q sits
in front of his K, 17...Rxg2 starts a combination that exposes White's weaknesses, and collapses
his whole game.
After 14.a3, the game continued 14...Qe7 15. Nf3 e4 16. Re1 Nxb3 17. cxb3 Rxg2+
(Where did that come from!? Wow! - Dennis)

Position after 17...Rxg2

And now: the White K is exposed. Then the Rook at e1, and soon the R on a1 each
becomes a target. While the R on a1 remains out of play, Black captures enough Pawns to
ensure the win: 18.Kxg2 exf3+ 19. Kf1 Ne4 20. Qh5 Rg6 21. Qxf3 Bg4 22. Rxe4 dxe4 23. Qe3
Qh4 24.Ke1 Bf3 25. Nd2 Rg1+ 26. Nf1 Qf6 27. Rb1 Bg2 28. Kd2 Rxf1 29. Rxf1 Qxb2+ 30.Ke1 Qxa3
31. dxe4 Qa1+ 32. Kd2 Bxf1 33. e5 Qb2+ 34. Kd1 Bg2 35. e6 Bd5 36.exf7+ Kxf7 37. Qf4+ Ke8 38.
Qa4+ Ke7 39. Qh4+ Kd6 40. Qd8+ Kc6 41. Qe8+ Kc5 42.Qe7+ Kb5 43. Qd7+ Bc6 44. Qe7 0-1

Highlight #2 & #3
We now go to IM Robert Rizzo. He addresses communications related to players titles,
title norms, and similar functions. When asked about a favorite Friendly Match experience, he
decided to share both older and very new highlights. His first is a fascinating game dating back
to 2002. The second is a game that finished literally just prior to this newsletter going to press.
In Bob's first example, his advanced King position looks quite unusual, especially in a
correspondence game, but actually served his eventual win! All annotations are from Bob
except as indicated.
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Vittorio Sciallero (2211) - Robert Rizzo (2365)
(Italy versus Rest of the World, 2002)
The game started with 1.e4 c5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 cxd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nc3 g6 6.Be3 Bg7 7.f3
Nc6 8.Qd2 O-O 9.O-O-O d5 10.Qe1 e6 11.h4 Qc7 12.exd5 Nxd5 13.Nxd5 exd5 14.Qd2 Re8 15.h5
Rxe3 16.Qxe3
Black just sacrificed a R for the dark square B on e3. What is the best follow-up plan?

Position after 16.Qxe3
Bob played 16...Bxd4 [If 16...Nxd4, 17.Rxd4 Bf5 18.Bd3 Qb6 19.Rhh4 Be4 20.Rdxe4 Qxb2+
21.Kd1 dxe4 22.Rxe4 Qxa2 23.hxg6 hxg6 24.Re7 Qb1+ 25.Ke2 Bf6 26.Rd7 a5 27.Bxg6 Qb5+
28.Qd3! Re8+ 29.Be4 Qxd3+ resulted in a draw by Shirov,A (2690)-Topalov,V (2700)/Dos
Hermanas. (But correspondence chess allows players to find improvements even compared to
the what top OTB players play - Dennis)]
Some commentary before the rest of game's moves. After the move 16 . . . Bxd4, the
dynamic situation is temporarily that black has bishop and knight for a rook. But white can
simply get this material deficit back by 17.Rxd4 Nxd4 18.Qxd4 with a resulting slight positional
advantage. The computers prefer this line and evaluate it as+/=; however another
correspondence game from 1999 where GM Thomas Winckelmann had white already
demonstrated that this line leads to an even position. Another way to regain the material is the
line that white chose, 17.Qe8+ Kg7 18.h6+ Kf6 19.Rd4 Nd4 20.Qh8+ Kg5 21.Qxd4, which the
computer evaluates as equal, but leaves the black king out in the open. Perhaps white knew of
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the previous game and instinctively reasoned that forcing out the black king would be an
improvement. Normally when the king is advanced into the fray early it can prove fatal with
heavy pieces on the board, but here black had the additional resource of immediately forcing a
trade of queens 21 . . . Qf4+ 22.Qd2 Qd2+ 23.Kd2 Kf4 and now results an endgame where the
black king will dominate by penetrating into white’s kitchen on g3. For practical purposes black
is then up a piece in that the white king is not participating in the defense. Additionally the hpawn is a weak target. And finally black has a tactical resource to keep the position closed with
Be6 which essentially thwarts any attempt at counterplay for white. These long-term
considerations are lost on the computer and here they added up to a big plus for black. White
resigned on move 36. The interplay of strategic elements such as timing, space and domination
are as important as material considerations and must be taken into account – something which
the computers cannot always accurately assess.
17.Qe8+ (Better was 17.Rxd4 Nxd4 18.Qxd4 Bf5 19.Bd3 Bxd3 20.Qxd3 Qe5 21.hxg6 hxg6
22.Qd2 Rd8 23.Re1 Qf6 24.Qa5 d4 25.Qxa7 = {Winckelmann,T-Richmond,P (2406)/ICCF corr
1999 } )
17...Kg7 18.h6+ {if 18.hxg6 fxg6 19.Bd3 Kf6 ( 19...Qd6?? 20.Rxh7+ ) 20.Qf8+ Qf7 21.Qxf7+ Kxf7
22.Rxh7+ Kf6 23.Kb1 Be6 =+}
18...Kf6 19.Rxd4 Nxd4 (if 19...Bf5 20.Qe3 Nxd4 21.Qxd4+ Qe5 22.Qd2 =)
20.Qh8+ Kg5 21.Qxd4 Qf4+ (After a series of forced moves the queens will come off the board
resulting in an endgame where the black king is quite advanced into enemy territory.)
22.Qd2 Qxd2+ (if 22...f5 23.g3 Qxd2+ 24.Kxd2 f4 25.gxf4+ Kxf4 26.Bd3 Bd7 27.Re1 Re8 28.Bxg6
Rxe1 29.Kxe1 Bf5 30.Bf7 d4 31.Kd2 Kxf3 32.c3 dxc3+ { 1/2-1/2 Lohmann,F (2124)-Trautmann,K
(2151)/BdF 2001 } )
23.Kxd2 Kf4 (The computers judge this position as = )
24.Rh4+ (The computers do not recognize the long-range advantage that black has as
evidenced by the following computer line: 24.Bb5 Be6 25.Re1 a6 26.Bd3 Rd8 27.a3 d4 28.a4 a5
29.b3 Rd6 30.Be4 b6 31.Bd3 Kg3 32.Re2 f5 33.Ba6 Kf4 34.Kd3 g5 35.Bb7 Bf7 36.Re1 Kg3 37.Re2
Bg6 38.c4 dxc3+ 39.Kxc3 Rd7 40.Ba6 Rc7+ 41.Kb2 g4 42.Bb5 gxf3 43.gxf3 f4 )
24...Kg3 25.Rd4 Be6 26.c4 Rd8 (White was hoping instead for an exchange on c4 which would
activate the white bishop: 26...dxc4 27.Bxc4 Bxc4 28.Rxc4 Rd8+ 29.Ke2 Rd7 30.Rg4+ Kh2 =)
27.Ke3 Re8 28.c5 Bd7+ 29.Kd2 Bc6 (Black has kept the position from opening up and controls
the open file and has the active king.)
30.b4 ( 30.Bc4 ) 30...a6 31.Rg4+ (-+ A fatal error. The black king was eyeing f2 anyway. Whites
best chance is to create some queenside counterplay: 31.a4 Kf2 32.Bd3 Bxa4 33.Rxd5 Re7
34.Rd6 Kxg2 35.Rf6 Bb3 =+)
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31...Kf2 32.Bd3 f5 33.Rg5 (A desperate attempt to create connected passed pawns but there is
not enough time having wasted the tempo on move 31.)
33...Re1 34.g4 Rg1 35.Bxf5 gxf5 36.Rxf5 d4 0-1 (The kingside pawns are doomed so white
gives up. If 37.Rf4 Kg3 38.Rxd4 Kxf3 39.Rd8 Rxg4 40.Kc3 Rg6 41.a4 Rxh6 and the h-pawn
becomes a runner.)
IM Robert Rizzo (2266) - Alcindo Luz Bastos da Silva Filho (2278)
USA - Brazil (2016)
https://www.iccf.com/game?id=885927
A player dropped out the 2016 USA vs. Brazil Friendly Match and I was asked if I would
substitute. In the game where I inherited the white pieces, I took over after 11 moves had been
completed. The board position was well known as evidenced by the fact that it appeared over
400 times in my database including several GM-level correspondence games. The position of
interest in this contest occurred after 25 . . . Qxc6.

Position after 25...Qxc6

I had sacrificed a pawn on f4 for the initiative. A survey of the board indicates white can
immediately regain the material deficit with 26.Qd7. But a recently contested 2016 ICCF game
by my opponent vs. Corujedo Hernández, R, showed that this line dissipated any advantage
white had and soon ended in a 42-move draw.
I reasoned that I might be able to improve on white’s play by delaying any re-capture
and building upon the positional advantage white has. My assessment was that there is
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sufficient compensation for the pawn. To wit, black’s central hanging pawns are weak as they
are not advanced nor protected by black’s rooks. White also has an edge in development and
the black knight on the rim at h6 is under an x-ray attack which freezes the knight on f4. Too,
the fact that the white king is protected, whereas the black king is somewhat exposed, dictates
that it is in white’s best interest to keep the queens on the board.
The move I chose, 26.Ne4N, threatens to post a knight on d6 (Steinitz’s “bone in the
throat”) thereby constricting the black position and avoiding an immediate swap of queens.
Black responded logically with 26 . . . Rac8 counter-attacking by setting up a mate threat on c2.
The response, 27.Kb1, both frees the white queen to move and removes any possible checks by
the f4 knight.
With the tension maintained, black is given the opportunity to go wrong and he does so
immediately. Whereas 27 . . . d5, 28.Nd4 Qd7, 29.Ne2 Qc7, 30.Nc5 Qd6, 31.Nxf4 Qxf4, 32.Qxf4
Rxf4, 33.Nxe6+/=, leaves black to defend a slightly inferior rook endgame, he chose 27 . . . Qc7.
Now 28.Nec5 attacks both hanging pawns as well as a6. After 28 . . . e5, 29.Nxd7 Rfd8, 30.Re3
the material balance has been restored while maintaining a superior position and several black
targets. The white rook on the third rank protects h3 and, after an eventual Nbc5, will harass
the black queenside pawns. Again I rejected the alternative capture 30.Rxe5 which leads to a
swap of queens and a not so clear pawn up endgame. The line chosen eventually netted me a
pawn without compromising my positional advantage; or as I once overheard GM Roman
Dzindzichashvili wryly tell a gambitting opponent, “Now I have the pawn and the
compensation!”
So it can pay to look into keeping the tension when your position is superior by rejecting
the temptation to equalize without further stressing your opponent.
The game finished with: 30... Nf7 31.Rc3 Qb7 32.Nbc5 Qa7 33.b4 Kg7 34.Kb2 a5 35.Ra3 a4
36.Rf3 Rc6 37.Rxf4 a3+ 38.Kc1 Rxd7 39.Nxd7 exf4 40.Qxf4 g5 41.Qd2 Kg8 42.Nc5 Rd6
43.Qe3 Rxd1+ 44.Kxd1 Qa8 45.Qe4 Qd8+ 46.Kc1 Qf6 47.Qa8+ Kg7 48.Qxa3 h5
49.gxh5 Kh6 50.Qd3 Qf4+ 51.Kd1 Ne5 52.Qxb5 Nc4 53.Qc6+ Kxh5 54.Qe8+ Kh4
55.Qh8+ Kg3 56.Qc3+ Kh2 57.Nd3 Qf3+ 58.Kc1 Qf1+ 59.Ne1 Nb6 60.Kd1 Qf461.Qd2+ Kg3
62.Qxf4+ Kxf4 63.Kd2 1-0
The overlap of life philosophy and chess:
A weakness is not a weakness unless it can be attacked
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Highlight #4
Next we come to our Deputy Director and Treasurer SIM Thomas Biedermann. Tom has
played in what seems like countless Friendly Matches, and certainly had many games from
which to choose for submission here. Instead, Tom's choice was of a different type. He chose
instead to highlight how the Friendly Matches serve his need to test opening lines for potential
use in what he called "regular tournaments" (such as the WCCC36CT03 in which he is currently
playing!) All of the following comments are his (except as indicated).
From SIM Thomas Biedermann:
Let us start with a diagram of Black's position after 1.e4 and we off to the races.

I have to admit I am a database junkie as I have loved Chess Base ever since I saw it
advertised. It gives me all the statistics to make my decision in this position. Now some players
play an opening like French Defense their whole life, but how do they really know if that is the
best move if they do not try the others. (From Dennis: This is Tom's way of trying to get me to
learn from his experience. Maybe I should!) And now we have Dennis providing us the solution:
using Friendly Matches on a consistent basis to open our eyes to the other choices.
Chess Base is pure statistics driven. To use the numbers it gives you, college classes will
teach you that a minimum sample size is needed to give any relevance to the information. So I
have chosen mine. I can now choose from the remaining move options below that threshold
for use in match play to help raise those moves up to that line. (Otherwise they will be at zero
forever.) This is so I can decide if they represent better alternatives. And what better foe to try
a new move on then an even strength player.
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The program gives me a scoring percentage for each one. It would be nice if the
program provided performance rating data also. Then again, that may be useless with so many
provisionally rated players out there in ICCF with no idea how strong they actually are. So
Friendly Matches are the test laboratory for new ideas in the openings because I want to use
the best in each regular tournament game I am involved.

Highlight #5
And lastly, a submission from yours truly (Dennis Doren), the ICCF-US Friendly Match
organizer:
Sometimes the most satisfying and even beautiful lines are those not actually played. In
the following very recently completed game, the prettiest line is the one I never got to play
because we agreed to the draw just prior to my playing that line. So, here is the position for
your enjoyment.
Romero da Costa Almeida (2345) - Dennis Doren (2341)
Brazil - USA Friendly Match 2017
I played aggressively with Black, looking for a win. Here is the game itself, though this
was not the primary reason for me to choose the highlighted position below:
1.e4 e6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.c3 Qb6 5.a3 Nc6 6.Nf3 Nh6 7.b4 cxd4 8.cxd4 Nf5 9.Bb2 Bd7 10.Be2
Be7 11.O-O h5 12.b5 (a unique line compared to the ICCF database) Na5 13.Nc3 a6
[13...Rc8 has been the common move. The line 13...a6 14.Na4 Qd8 15 ba6 ba6 16Bc3 Bb5 with
a completely even position was played twice before: in 1997 OTB Kozak - Dolmatov (2560) and
again in 2015 OTB, Petrov (2462) - Lokander (2369).]
14.a4 g5 15.Bd3 g4 16.Bxf5 Nc4 17.a5 Qc7 18.Nxd5 exd5 (knowing this would mean my K will
stay in the center of the board) 19.e6 fxe6 20.Bg6+ Kd8 21.b6 Qf4 22.Ne5 Nxe5 23.dxe5 h4
24.Qe2 Rc8 25.Bd3 g3 26.Kh1 gxh2 27.Bc1 Qf8 28.f4 Qg7 29.Bd2 Rg8 30.Rf3 Rc4 31.Bxc4 dxc4
32.f5 exf5 33.Rc1 Bc6 34.Rxc4 h3
(See diagram on top of next page.)
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Position after 34...h3
And we agreed to a draw. Why? White's move is essentially forced: 35.g4, but what does
Black then play?
....
....
35...Qxg4! (35...fg4?? loses to 36.Rxc6 bc6 37.Qd3+ Ke8 38.b7) Do you see the rest?
36.Rxg4 (36.Qd3+ just transposes) and the rest is either forced, just transposes move order, or
involves some inconsequential miscellaneous option: 36...fg4 37.Qd3+ Ke8 38.Qh7 Bxf3+
39.Kxh2 g3+ 40.Kxh3 (40.Kg1?? Bc5+ mates in 4) 40...Bd5 forcing White into causing a perpetual
check with any of three variations:
(a) 41.Be3 g2 42.Bg1 Rg5 43.Kh2 Rxe5 44.Qh8+ Kd7 45.Qh3+ Kd8 46.Qh8+;
(b) 41.Qd3 g2 42.Be3 Bc6 43.Bg1 Bd7+ 44.Kh2 Rh8+ 45.Kxg2 Bc6+ 46.Kf2 Bc5+ 47.Ke1 Rh1
48.Qg6+ Ke7 49.Qf6+ Ke8 50.Qg6+
(c) 41.Qh5+ Kd7 42.e6+ Bxe6 43.Kg2 Kc6 44.Be3 Bd5+ 45.Kg1 Bd6 46.Qf5 Re8 47.Qc2+ Kd7
48.Qf5+ Kc6

It's not every day that I get to sac my Q, especially after already sac'ing an exchange. I
didn't get to play it, but it sure was fun knowing it was there.
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Where to Find Us
The ICCF-US home website is at www.iccfus.com. You can always find copies of "The
Friendly Post" at that site, with a link on the left in the home page. The server for playing
games is at www.iccf.com. Contact Dennis Doren at dmdorenchess@gmail.com concerning
anything related to Friendly Matches.

The People Behind the Organization
Thanks to the people who keep it all running, the ICCF-US Administrators:
Grandmaster Jason Bokar, Director
Senior International Master Tom Biedermann, Deputy Director & Treasurer
International Master Corky Schakel, Registrations Director
Grandmaster Carl Siefring, Tournament Organizer
Senior International Master Dan Perry, Webmaster
Senior International Master Kenneth Holroyd, Tournament Facilitator
Senior International Master Kristo Miettinen, Tournament Organizer
International Master Bob Rizzo, Norms and Communications Organizer
Yours truly, Dennis Doren, Friendly Matches Organizer (dmdorenchess@gmail.com)
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How Do I Get On A Team?
Getting selected to play on a USA Team in a Friendly Match takes almost no effort. Just
let me know you are interested! Send an email to dmdorenchess@gmail.com and say you wish
to play in a Friendly Match. When I have a team slot for you (meaning there is an opponent
with about the same rating as your current one), I will let you know. You can also let me know
of specific country you wish to play against, but you do not have to do that.
When I have a specific something to offer you, you will receive an email from me - sent
to the same address you have listed on the ICCF server. (Don't forget to update any email
address changes!) My email will offer you a position on a team in a Friendly Match against a
specifically listed country. Please know that you need to respond to that email, and typically to
do so within 3 days of my having sent it! I have a lot of positions to fill while all of the members
of the opposing team simply wait for me to complete my task. That is why there is a time
frame for your response. If I do not hear from you within the specified time, I will offer your
slot to someone else. However, even if you do not want, or cannot take the offered position, I
strongly request that you do me the courtesy of a quick reply saying so. In that way, I can make
an offer of "your" team position to someone else right away.
After you accept your offered position, you will get a reply email from me telling you
what you need to pay and how to pay it. Please do NOT pay anything to anyone for a Friendly
Match before you receive this email from me. "Pre-paying" only makes our administrative task
more complicated, not easier. You will be asked to pay your fee before the match actually
starts.
Finally, you will automatically receive your pairings, including an email from the ICCF
server informing you that the match has begun and who you are paired against.
That's it! Let me know your interest, accept my invitation for you to play in a specific
match, pay your fee, and enjoy your games!
Brief Note
If you wish to contact me, Dennis Doren, please use my new email address:
dmdorenchess@gmail.com; not my old yahoo address.
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The FRIENDLY MATCH ELITE
The Elite program is being phased out in keeping with the reduced participation fee for
everyone. If you already earned Elite status, your reduced fee for up to 3 remaining matches
will still be honored. There will be no new members of the Elite program starting 1/1/2016.

You Can Play on the USA Team in a Friendly Match!
You, too, can play in a Friendly Match, no matter the degree to which you have played in
an ICCF-US event of any kind previously. Each match consists of two rated games (one white,
one black) against the same opponent who is very close in rating to yours. The total fee is $5
for your participation per match. Just contact Dennis Doren, the ICCF-US Friendly Match
Organizer, at dmdorenchess@gmail.com and tell him your specific interest in playing.
Do NOT send any money to Dennis or anyone else at this point to pay for your
participation in either of the listed FMs! You will only need to pay (through Paypal, money
order, or by check) when your placement on a USA team in a specific Friendly Match has been
confirmed by Dennis. Dennis will tell you when that is.
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